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Thank you for purchasing this process from
lifecoachestoolbox.com

Life Coaches Toolbox is a collection of
160+ modern Life Coaching Processes to help you

reset your body, mind, heart or soul.

A big resource of NLP-based Life Coaching
strategies, processes, techniques, exercises, games,

question sets, scripts, rampages & affirmations
to help you overcome physical, mental, emotional

and spiritual challenges, Life Coaches Toolbox
is suitable for those who would like to do work
on their own, coaches, mentors, trainers and

managers who would like a ready-built Coaching
Toolkit and a go-to toolbox you can always

turn to as your next step in a crisis.

If you would like to purchase more processes and tools
to use with your coaching clients, or on yourself,

please visit lifecoachestoolbox.com
or email chemory@lifecoachestoolbox.com



Appreciation
& gratitude
Appreciation and gratitude are essential tools in any 
positivity focus or spiritual arsenal, and theyʼre tools 
key to manifestation and allowing what youʼve 
manifested. 

Appreciation and gratitude sit at the top of the emotional 
scale though, so they are also not always the easiest of 
emotions to pin down or generate within your body. 

When you do get appreciation right, itʼs incredible, with a 
revelation experience right at the very top of that scale. Itʼs 
inexplicable if you havenʼt had one, but if you have, youʼll 
understand why appreciation is second only to forgiveness 
in terms of big breakthroughs and feeling wow - on every 
level. 

The key to appreciation and gratitude is consistent 
application - you keep adding a new layer every day until 
eventually you break through and experience the most 
incredible spiritual high.

All the tools on the following pages are designed to help 
you keep at the gratitude game so that you can keep adding 
the necessary layers to reach the point of breaking through.

For fantastic additional resources and more information on 
how to play gratitude and manifesting games, go take a 
look at Abraham-Hicks.

WHATEVER

YOU APPRECIATE.
APPRECIATES



thank you
One of the simplest gratitude exercises, and the easiest 
to remember, is simply to repeat the words ʻthank youʼ 
under your breath repeatedly, like a mantra, as often as 
you think about it. 

Exercises like this are obviously also fantastic when youʼre 
at the lowest end of the emotional scale and your ability to 
be able to do something is limited to remembering two 
words :) 

It sounds funny, but if you choose a big journey, sometimes 
you really are going to wade through stuff that rips you 
open and hollows you out, and at the bottom of those pits, 
sometimes all you have left in you to be able to do is an 
exercise like repeating thank you over and over and over 
again. 

The process also works for a couple of other reasons. 

First it distracts you, giving you something to do inside your 
mind instead of letting your inner voice run rampant. 

Secondly, if youʼve looked into the work of Dr Masuru 
Emoto, author of the Messages from Water series of books, 
youʼll know that any mollecules of water, and weʼre 70 
percent water, will be changed by the words itʼs exposed to 
or ʻseesʼ, hears, or experiences on the extra-sensory level. 

So, by simply repeating thank you over and over again, 
you are charging the water in your body positively, and 
giving your system the boost it needs to make it to a 
better place emotionally. 

You can also use variations on the statements:

...thank you, I love you, I appreciate you

...love, joy, happiness, peace

Once youʼre feeling better and have made it out of the 
worst space, you can extend this exercise by:

...finding reasons to say thank to you people

...giving compliments to people 

...giving compliments to strangers

...helping strangers out

...paying it forward

You can even set yourself challenges:

...give three compliments to strangers in a week

...give three compliments to family members today 

...give three compliments to your partner a day 

...send three loving messages to your partner everyday

...call one person unexpectedly every week just to say hi

In a nutshell, be the change you want to see in the world.
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Affirmations
Anchoring

Belief Systems
BodyTalk Tapping
Boundary Setting

Building Trust
Chakras

Chinese Medicine
EFT Tapping

Eliminating Ego
Energy Work

Energetic Protection
Fear & Anxiety
Feeling Stuck

Fighting & Arguments
Focus & Motivation

Life Coaches Toolbox has a number of free
diagnostic tools and resources that coaches,
trainers, mentors and managers can use with

clients, or that you can use on your own.

Forgiveness
Gratitude & Appreciation

Generating Joy
Human Strategies

Inner Voice
Intuition

Keeping Your Cool
Manifestation

Mental Exercises
Physical Spaces

Relationship Rehab
Shifting Crises

Shock & Trauma
Meditations

Mudras
Writing Processes


